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QI Plan for Fiscal Year 2014-2015
The 2014-2015 Fiscal Year Quality Improvement Plan is now available on the QI Website
after being reviewed and accepted by the QI Committee. In compliance with State
mandates, the QI Plan specifies MCBH QI’s goals and action plans for the next fiscal
year. Click here to view the QI Plan in detail of view it by going to
http://www.mtyhd.org/QI/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/MCBH-QI-Plan-FY14-15.pdf.

Program Highlight: Door To Hope MCSTART/Nueva Esperanza
Door To Hope’s Nueva Esperanza Program and MCSTART (a collaborative effort
between MCBH and Door To Hope) were featured in the July/August 2014 edition of
Addiction Professional magazine. Click here to view the online version or click here for
a printable PDF version of the article. The printable PDF version of the article is also
attached below.

Resource: WWW.LOWESTMED.COM
Check out www.lowestmed.com to find the lowest cost for prescriptions in the area!
Although MCBH is not directly affiliated with the site, it is still a great resource that is
open to all to use. Providers can utilize it in support of their clients or clients and families
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can access the site directly. Click here to navigate to the site and read more about
their services.

Trending QI Helpline Topic: Date of Coordination
The Date of Coordination for client services has been a “trending” topic on the QI
Helpline. There seems to be some confusion regarding its impact on the treatment plan
renewal date; why it affects billing; how it is determined; and when it can be changed
by QI. The following are some of the more commonly asked questions about the Date
of Coordination received by the QI Helpline:

1. How does the date of coordination affect the treatment plan renewal
date?
The date of coordination determines the beginning and end date of the treatment
plan period.

2. How does the date of coordination affect billing?
As indicated in Question #1, the date of coordination determines the beginning of
the treatment plan period so if a treatment plan is non-compliant because it is not
renewed in a timely manner (renewed prior to the beginning of the next treatment
plan period), billing for services cannot occur and Avatar converts all services to the
330 Non-Billable service code.

3. How is the date of coordination determined?
The Date of Coordination is determined by the date the first case coordinated
service for a client first opened. This does not necessarily mean that the client’s very
first episode determines the date of coordination. The client may have been first
opened to an episode that was not case coordinated so that episode would not
determine the date of coordination.
This is further complicated by the fact that the date of coordination “resets”
whenever there is a gap of 365 calendar days between case coordinated services.
In other words, the client’s date of coordination will correspond to their newest
episode if their last case coordinated service closed over 365 days in the past.
The process of determining the date of coordination can be complicated,
especially for clients with long histories of services with MCBH. However, it has
become somewhat simpler now that Avatar automates the process of determining
the date of coordination (and, consequently, the treatment plan dates).

4. Which episodes are not case coordinated episodes?
Typically, the following are not case coordinated episodes:
a. Emergency Room Crisis;
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Natividad Medical Center Mental Health Unit;
Treatment Authorization Requests;
Institute for the Mentally Diseased (IMD);
Alcohol and Drug Programs
Most contractor episodes*
*Exception: Kinship-Seneca and certain Door To Hope Programs can be case
coordinated episodes.

5. Is the date of coordination automatically set by Avatar correct?
Yes, the date of coordination set by Avatar is correct. The automated process takes
into account all the “rules” that apply to determining dates of coordination, even
for clients who have had breaks or gaps in their services. However, contact us if you
believe there may be a technical error when Avatar determined your client’s date
of coordination and set the treatment plan dates.

6. When can the date of coordination be changed?
If a client returns 365 after the closing of their last case coordinated service, Avatar
automatically changes the client’s date of coordination. If they return after 365
days of not having a case coordinated service, the client’s new date of
coordination will be determined by the opening date of their new case
coordination service.
QI can also manually change the date of coordination but this is a “last resort”
scenario that has to have reasonable logistical and clinical reasons justifying the
change. QI considers the change on a case-by-case basis but the following are
some of the scenarios that have led to a change in the date of coordination:
 The client reopens to services months after their last case coordinated service
closed and their treatment plan has already expired.
 The client’s treatment plan was not renewed properly before they were
closed to their last case coordinated services and they have returned for
services in less than 365 days.
The common theme in two scenarios above is that there has to be more than simply
a passage of time since the last case coordinated closed. A client closing and then
reopening services a few months later, while still having valid annual plan, is typically
not a reason to reset the date of coordination. During program transfer, during
which the transferring program did not complete the treatment plan as they are
supposed to prior to transfer, is also not a valid reason to reset the date of
coordination.
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Avatar “Work Around:” “Skeleton” Psychosocial Assessments and
Treatment Plans
Another topic that has been “trending” on the QI Helpline is the issue of creating
“skeleton” or “placeholder” Psychosocial Assessments and Treatment Plans as a “work
around” to prevent Avatar from automatically preventing billing on non-compliant
charts. From QI’s perspective, this is a losing proposition for MCBH in the context of the
upcoming CA Department of Health Care Services (DHCS) audit in December.

The bottom line
A client must be present and participating for an accurate psychosocial assessment
and treatment plan.

What are “skeleteon” psychosocial assessments and/or treatment plans?
“Skeleton” psychosocial assessments and/or treatment plans are also referred to as
“shell” or “placeholder” assessments or plans. The typical scenarios we encounter is
staff or contractors will roll over a prior psychosocial assessment and/or treatment and
finalize it with either no changes at all or with the minor addition (e.g., a note indicating
that additional information will be obtained at next face-to-face appointment with
client). This is usually done with no prior face-to-face contact with the client focused on
the psychosocial assessment or treatment plan. Staff members and contractors will also
usually sign forms requiring signatures with a statement along the lines of “obtain next
signature at next session” or some closely related variation.

Reasons QI hears as to the use of “skeleton” clinical documents.
Staff members and contractors inform us that they do this as a “work around” in order
to prevent the automated processes embedded into Avatar from converting their
billing to 330 – Non-Billable services. We often hear that having the skeleton
assessments and/or plans “technically” met the requirement of having a “finalized”
document. Staff members and contractors also indicate to us that they do not want to
bill 330s because it negatively impacts the finances of their programs and their personal
productivity.

Reasons QI believes “skeleton” documents are not good for MCBH
There are various reasons as to why QI believes the above practices are simply
“gaming” the system and sets up MCBH for problematic audit situations with the State
and Federal governments and also for potential liability issues in the future. Since the
last State audit in 2011, the emphasis from both the CA Department of Health Care
Services (CA DHCS) has been on the actual content of documentation versus mere
presence of documentation. Even if a “skeleton” clinical document meets all the
technical requirements (i.e., approved within specified timelines), it will likely not pass
muster in terms of its content and be denied during a State or Federal audit. Since this
4
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is the expected outcome of a “skeleton” clinical document going through the State or
Federal audit, these are the same standards that we apply during our internal QI audits.
Both the State and Federal governments have, in the last two years, have become
extremely sensitive to potentially consistent “fraudulent” practices by providers that bill
MediCal and MediCare. The State has clearly indicated that services rendered without
a valid treatment plan (which is, in turn, driven and influenced by a valid psychosocial
assessment) should not be billed as a reimbursable service. The automated systems
embedded into Avatar were placed there to prevent MCBH and is practitioners from
billing for services without a valid treatment plan. By “working around” this automated
safeguard, we are placing ourselves in the dangerous territory of potentially
“fraudulent” practices, as defined by State and Federal auditors.

330s negatively impact program funding and personal productivity
Yes, a disproportionately large amount of 330s may affect program funding. However,
entering service codes accurately, even if they are 330s, have far more benefits (such
as the improved audit compliance and reducing our potential liabilities). In addition,
an accurate reflection of 330s also allows us to better assess what structural issues are
influencing the rate of 330s billing.
No, personal productivity is not negatively impacted by the use of the 330 service
codes. 330s are included in the calculation of productive services.

Client Satisfaction Surveys
The Fall 2014 Client Satisfaction Survey week will be from Monday, November 17th to
Friday, November 21st. QI will be sending out the survey forms, along with instructions
on how to implement the survey, later this week to MCBH Service Managers. Please
keep an eye out for these packets and let’s try to engage as many of our clients in
completing the surveys!

Program Highlight: Kinship-Seneca Opens Its Doors in South County!
Kinship-Seneca will be expanding their services to the South County region. Their offices
will be located at: 1180 Broadway, King City, CA 93930. They can be contacted via
telephone at 831-386-9340.
For more information about services offered by Kinship-Seneca, please visit
http://www.kinshipcenter.org.
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No Need to Turn in Paper Copies of Registrations/Licenses to QI
As specified in Policy 107 - Licensure Requirements and Verification, QI utilizes the
website of the various State licensing boards to verify professional registrations and
licenses. This means that staff and contractors no longer need to send or bring in paper
versions of their registration or license unless it is specifically requested by QI, MCBH
Administration, or Health Department HR.

Program Highlight: Central Coast Center for Independent Living
(CCCIL)
CCCIL promotes the independence of people with disabilities by supporting their equal
full participation in life through advocacy, education, and support. Through a contract
with MCBH, CCCIL provides benefits counseling services to MCBH clients. These services
includes assisting clients to resolve benefits related issues; to understand their options to
return to work and keep their benefits; and to develop/implement a plan to become
self-sufficient.
For additional information regarding CCCIL, visit their website at http://www.cccil.org.
Information regarding services specific to MCBH clients, can be found at
http://www.cccil.org/our-services/MHSA.php.
Click here for a printable PDF version of the Benefits Counseling Services brochure that
can be given to other mental health providers or to clients as a resource.
Click here for a printable PDF version of CCCIL’s Request for Services Form for MCBH
clients.
The printable PDF documents are also attached below.

Quality Improvement Contact Information
You can reach us at:
Monterey County Behavioral Health
Quality Improvement
1611 Bunker Hill Way, Suite 120
Salinas, CA 93906
Tel: 831-755-4545
Fax: 831-755-4350
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Extended Period of Eligibility (EPE)



Impairment-Related
Work Expenses (IRWE)



Continued Medicare



Eligibility Employment
Subsidies

SSI Work Incentives:




1619(b) - Continued
Medical Eligibility
Student Earned Income
Exclusion (SEIE)



Plan for Achieving SelfSupport (PASS)



Impairment Related Work
Expense (IRWE)

Blind Work Expenses
(BWE)

Central Coast Center for
Independent Living
CCCIL
Monterey County Office
318 Cayuga St. Suite 208
Salinas, CA 93901
Voice: 831-757-2968
TDD: 831-757-3813
Fax: 831-757-5549

www.cccil.org

Do you have a disability
and would you like to
return to work?

“I am working again and I have
benefits”
If you have Social Security
disability benefits and would
like to know if you can return to
work, CCCIL can help you to
understand your options about
returning to work.
Our services are free and
confidential.

How can I qualify for
CCCIL benefits counseling services?
You must be receiving
SSI or SSDI benefits, be
a person with a disability
between the ages of 14
and retirement age.

How my CCCIL’s counselor can help me to
understand my benefits?
As your Community
Work Incentives Coordinators (CWIC), I will provide individualized services to encourage you
to enter the workforce. I
will work with you and
the local Social Security
office to ensure full consideration of the benefits
you receive.

What Services does
CCCIL offer?
Information & Referral:
Provide information regarding Federal and State
benefits.
Problem Solving: Assist
in solving Federal, State
and Work Incentive issues.
Benefits Analysis & Advisement: Assess impact
of employment on benefits.
Benefits Support Planning: Assist in development of a plan for becoming self-sufficient.
Benefits Management: Design, implement, monitor and
evaluate outcome of support
plan.

How Social Security
Work Incentives Promote Your Employment
Pay for services or items
that individuals need in order to work.
Assist individuals to sustain their cash benefits until they are stable in employment.
Social Security Work Incentives promote employment and greater independence for people with disabilities who are initially entering
or returning to the work
force.

Areas of expertise include:
SSDI Work Incentives:
 Trial Work Period (TWP)

Request for Services Form
Instructions: Please complete this form and submit it to CCCIL. Please
mail this form to CCCIL, 318 Cayuga Street, Suite 208, Salinas, CA 93901,
or fax to (831) 757-5549. Voice (831) 757-2968, TDD (831) 757-3949.
Name of consumer:
Address:

Phone #:

Date referred to CCCIL:
Referred by (name of staff person /agency):
Consumer’s Disability:
Language:
English

Spanish

ASL

Other (specify)

Service(s) Needed:
Benefits Counseling
Independent Living Skills Training
Information and Referral
Individual Advocacy
Housing Assistance
Personal Assistance Services
Peer Support
Assistive Technology
TBI New Options Services
Additional Comments:

For CCCIL USE ONLY:
Date contacted:
Time:

Staff Signature:____________________

